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Category:        Aging  
Tavis Smiley 2051 

Oscar-winning actor-producer Michael Douglas talks about getting older 

in Hollywood, whether there's an advantage to being a second generation 

star, his latest films, Solitary Man and the Wall Street sequel, Money 

Never Sleeps, and weighs in on the state of the union. 

Airdate 7/28/2010 

 

Category:   American History/Biography 
Jim Thorpe: World's Greatest Athlete    

JIM THORPE: THE WORLD'S GREATEST ATHLETE chronicles the sports 

superstar's remarkable life (1887-1953) - from his boyhood in Oklahoma 

and his gold-medal wins at the 1912 Summer Olympics to his subsequent 

fall from grace and later, his advocacy of American Indian rights and 

self-sufficiency. The one-hour biography recounts these events, and 

others, through in-depth interviews with Thorpe's surviving children, 

dramatic re-creations, and archival stills and film. 

Airdate 7/06/2010 

 

Category:        Arts 
From Gershwin to Garland: A Musical Journey  

Weaving fascinating commentary with entertaining piano performances, 

FROM GERSHWIN TO GARLAND: A MUSICAL JOURNEY WITH RICHARD GLAZIER 

provides viewers with an opportunity to gain new understanding of -and 

renewed appreciation for - the great American composers and singers of 

the past. In an intimate studio setting, renowned pianist Richard 

Glazier performs "Embraceable You," "I Got Rhythm," "Someone to Watch 

Over Me," "An American in Paris," "Body and Soul," "Concerto in F," 

"Bess, You is My Woman Now," "Boy Next Door," "Have Yourself a Merry 

Little Christmas," "The Trolley Song," "Over the Rainbow" and "Rhapsody 

in Blue." 

Airdate 7/03/2010                                                   

 

Evening with Quincy Jones  

A rare look into the life of music mogul Quincy Jones, this one-hour 

interview was taped in Washington, D.C., in front of a live audience 

for The HistoryMakers, the nation's largest African American video oral 

history archive. Gwen Ifill interviews and hosts the star-studded 

evening, which includes live performances by Lesley Gore, BeBe Winans, 

James Ingram, Bobby McFerrin and Herbie Hancock, as they all pay 

tribute to the life and career of the man known as "Q." 

Airdate 7/03/2010 

 

Capitol Fourth   

A CAPITOL FOURTH, featuring musical performances by some of the 

country's best known and award-winning musicians in performance with 

the National Symphony Orchestra, is broadcast live in from the West 

Lawn of the United States Capitol before a concert audience of hundreds 

of thousands, millions more at home, on National Public Radio and 

around the world to our troops on the American Forces Radio and 

Television Network. Bringing viewers the most spectacular fireworks 



display anywhere in the nation, the 30th annual broadcast of A CAPITOL 

FOURTH captures the pyrotechnics from every vantage point with 18 TV 

cameras stationed around the city -- including the U. S. Capitol, the 

White House, the Washington Monument and across the Potomac River. In 

tribute to America's 234th birthday, the show is capped off with    

Tchaikovsky's "1812 Overture," complete with live cannon fire provided 

by the United States Army Presidential Salute Battery. 

Airdate 07/04/2010 

 

Chihuly in the Hotshop   

In 2006, world-renowned artist Dale Chihuly reunited glassblowers from 

important periods of his career in a weeklong residency at the Museum 

of Glass in his hometown of Tacoma, Wash. The residency brought 40 

artists and gaffers together to produce pieces revisiting 13 of 

Chihuly's most important and best-known series. CHIHULY IN THE HOTSHOP 

captures highlights of that historic event, following Chihuly and his 

teams as they create magnificent works of glass art before an 

appreciative live audience in the museum's state-of-the-art hotshop. 

Filmed in high-definition, the documentary offers an intimate, close-up 

view of the artist's process,from initial design to completed piece. 

Airdate 7/08/2010 

 
Cleveland Orchestra In Performance: Bruckner Symphony  

Recorded in 2008 at Severance Hall, THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA IN 

PERFORMANCE:BRUCKNER SYMPHONY NO. 7 captures a live performance of 

Anton Bruckner's most popular symphony, conducted by musical director 

Franz Welser-Most. Complementing the "Symphony No. 7 in E Major" is the 

world-broadcast premiere of composer George Benjamin's one-movement 

work, "Duet for Piano and Orchestra," featuring piano soloist Pierre 

Laurent Aimard. This special is the second in a series of live 

recordings of Bruckner symphonies and a follow-up to the 2008 PBS 

special, The Cleveland Orchestra in Performance:Bruckner Symphony No. 

5. 

Airdate 7/10/2010 

 
American Ideal VI 2010    

Coral Cable's Presbyterian Church  

Music comes to life as the Coral Gables Chamber Symphony and Opera 

presents its fourth concert tour of The American Ideal.  The emerging 

young talent performs a mixture of opera and classical instruments 

under the direction of conductor Bella Griffith-Smith. 

Airdate 7/11/2010                             

 

All Shook Up: Miami's Glory Days of Music   

ALL SHOOK UP: Miami's Glory Days of Music, a one-hour documentary that 

showcases the history and diversity of the music scene in South Florida 

featuring some of Hollywood's greatest performers including Elvis 

Presley, Frank Sinatra and legendary rock band, the Beatles. Told by 

those who lived it, witnessed it, played it and created it, this 

musical odyssey is categorize by geographical areas and divided into 

four locations: Downtown, Overtown, Coconut Grove and Miami Beach. 

Through in-studio interviews, rare photos, original recordings and 

archive film, the musical landscape of South Florida will unfol and 

leave viewers ALL SHOOK UP. 

Airdate 7/11/2010         

 



 

Category:        Business/Industry 
Good Food   

Something remarkable is happening in fields and orchards across North 

America. Small family farmers are making a comeback, growing healthier 

food,and lots more food per acre, while using less energy and water 

than factory farms. They are sowing the seeds of a local and 

sustainable food system. 

Airdate 7/06/2010 

                     

Consuelo Mack Wealthtrack VII  702 

Great Investors: James Tisch  

Guest: James Tisch, CEO, Loews Corporation.This week's Consuelo Mack 

WealthTrack asks: is Loews Corporation another Berkshire Hathaway? 

Consuelo Mack asks second generation "Great Investor" James Tisch where 

he is finding value now in Loews's portfolio of investments, which 

includes companies ranging from insurance to hotels to oil drillers.  

Airdate 7/14/2010 

 

Coke Bottle Story: The Bottle, The Collection, The    

In the early 1900s, Coca-Cola launched a national design contest, 

resulting in the ridged, contour-shaped bottle now known around the 

world. Giving Coca-Cola a distinct advantage over its imitators, the 

new bottle was developed by Chapman J. Root and his Root Glass Company 

of Terre Haute,Indiana. The Coke Bottle Story: The Bottle, the 

Collection, the Family recounts this story of one of America's most 

recognizable inventions, the man who designed it and the family that 

kept his legacy alive. 

Airdate 7/18/2010 

 

Consuelo Mack Wealthtrack VII 704  

Great Investors: Hersh Cohen   

Guest: Hersh Cohen, Chief Investment Officer, ClearBridge 

Advisors."Great Investor" Hersh Cohen, Chief Investment Officer of 

ClearBridge Advisors and eight-time Forbes Honor Roll fund member, 

discusses the "greatest investment opportunity" he has seen in decades 

on this week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack. 

Airdate 7/28/2010 

 

                              

 

Category:        Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 
NOVA Spy Factory 

For the first time on television, NOVA exposes the hidden world of the 

high-tech, 21st century eavesdropping carried out by the National 

Security Agency or NSA. Today, the NSA is the world's largest 

intelligence agency, three times the size of the CIA and far more 

secret.  Its mission is to eavesdrop on the world - from cell phones in 

Europe to pay phones in Afghanistan to e-mail messages from Pakistan to 

Baghdad.  But since 9/11, it has also turned its giant ear inward, 

listening in without warrant on thousands of American citizens, many of 

whom are on the government's secret watch list, now more than half-a-

million names long. Based on the latest bestseller by journalist  

James Bamford, INSIDE THE SPY FACTORY is a gripping investigation of 

the NSA from its tragic failures leading up to the 9/11 attacks to its 



secret listening rooms currently installed in the nation's telecom 

networks. 

Airdate 9/10/2010 

 

 

Category:        Culture 
El Sabor Tipico  101                                          

Oaxaca, Mexico                                           

The first episode of El Sabor Tipico? takes views along with host 

Virgilio Vara as he travels to Oaxaca, Mexico. Virgilio discovers and   

experiences the culture, costumes and tastes of this Aztecan country in 

a colonial city. 

Airdate 7/02/2010 

 

Lost Treasures of the Ancient World 101    

Ancient Rome: The Glorious Empire  

Places such as the Forum, the Coliseum and the Pantheon exude an 

atmosphere of distant glories, providing echoes of a truly remarkable 

people. 

Airdate 7/07/2010 

 

El Sabor Tipico   102      

El Sabor Tipico? travels to Peru, the Inca country, a country known for 

its incredible history and great diversity of culinary 

specialties.Peruvian culture is primarily rooted in Inca and Spanish 

traditions. Their cuisine reflects this with common dishes like ceviche 

and anticushos.Host Virgilio explore this mystical country in search of 

original Inca tradition, culture and cuisine. 

Airdate 7/8/2010 

 

 

Category:        Economy  
Florida Face to Face 2027                                                   

Guest: Charles Bronson, Commissioner, Florida Department of Agriculture 

and Consumer Services.Topic: Host Beth Switzer speaks with Commissioner 

Bronson about the effect of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf 

of Mexico on Florida's seafood industry. Topics include the role of the 

Department of Agriculture in insuring food safety, consumer confidence 

in the seafood industry, the shortage of oyster boats available to 

harvest oysters and other shellfish, and more. 

Airdate 7/12/2010    

 

World Business 1020  

A More Balanced World - Eckart Sager  

This week World Business is on the ground at the Astana Economic Forum 

in  Kazakhstan, a country that like many emerging markets is recovering 

strongly from the downturn, at a time when developed economies continue 

to struggle. The view of delegates at the event is that this greater 

strength must be recognized internationally. 

Airdate 7/12/2010      

 

Capitol Update 1320   

A new cap placed on the gushing oil well in the gulf could signal the 

end of one of the nation's biggest environmental disasters.As the start 

of the special session nears, some lawmakers question what should be 



discussed when they gather in Tallahassee.Florida's unemployment 

numbers continue to decline. 

7/18/2010 

 

Our Vanishing Past    

Neglect, abandonment or encroaching development threaten many historic 

places. And each passing year claims more factories, old neighborhoods 

and favorite downtown stores, depriving future generations of the 

chance to experience history firsthand. OUR VANISHING PAST examines the 

important relationship between people and their architectural heritage, 

by focusing on New Jersey's struggle to retain its historical 

landmarks, including Wildwood, New Jersey's "Doo Wop" motels, 

Revolutionary War-era structures and safe houses on the Underground 

Railroad. The documentary also highlights some of the success stories 

in the fight to preserve and adaptively reuse buildings throughout New 

Jersey. 

Airdate 7/20/2010 

 

Florida: Choosing The Future  

FLORIDA: CHOOSING THE FUTURE is a unique television special that covers 

critical issues facing Florida, its leaders and its people as 

Floridians move forward economically, politically and socially. The 

program is a one hour discussion including major leaders and thinkers 

who have shaped and will continue to shape Florida. 

 

 

Category:        Education 
Florida Face to Face 2028   

Guest: Dr. Eric Smith, Commissioner, Florida Department of 

Education.Topic: 

Host Beth Switzer speaks with Commissioner Smith about the recently 

released FCAT scores. Topics include concerns by some school districts 

over perceived anomalies in learning gains, the latest on Florida's 

Race to the Top application, the proposed amendment on the November 

ballot to modify class size requirements, and more. 

Airdate 7/18/2010 

 

Category:        Energy 
Charlie Rose 16137 

Anne Lauvergeon, CEO of the French nuclear energy company. Stephen 

Kinzer, author of Reset:  Iran, Turkey, and America’s Future. 

Airdate 7/6/2010 

 

 

 

Category:        Environment/Nature/Geography  
 

Great African Balloon Adventure 101                                                                       

The journey begins as the balloon leaves Tanzania and travels over the 

Ngorongoro Crater before stopping in the Serengeti. There Tompkinson 

looks at the work of a local vet and goes with him on his rounds. The 

balloon then travels over the forests of Rwanda's volcanoes National 

Park and the crew tries to get a glimpse of the gorillas living there. 

Airdate 7/2/2010 



 

Great African Balloon Adventure 102                                                       

Tompkinson continues with his adventure in northern Rwanda's Volcanoes    

National Park before moving on to Zambia. There he visits Kafue 

National Park which is home to Sport Beattie's elephant orphanage. Next 

it's on to the Victoria Falls and finally to Botswana where red tape 

means that part of the journey must be made by helicopter. 

Airdate 7/02/2010 

Great African Balloon Adventure  103                                                                 

In Botswana, Tompkinson attempts to catch a crocodile before returning 

to the skies for the final part of his journey to Namibia. 

                 

Desert Reef   

DESERT REEF reveals the narrative of a changing planet. The fossilized 

ocean reef in New Mexico's Guadalupe Mountains tells a fascinating 

story of profound sea-level fluctuation and climate change more than 

280 million years ago. Can research on Earth's ancient past help 

scientists better understand the dire proclamations and controversies 

surrounding global climate change in the modern world? 

Airdate 7/29/2010 

 

 

Category:        Family/Marriage 
Following Dreams   

In FOLLOWING DREAMS, director Susan Polis Schutz (Anyone and Everyone) 

journeys across the United States and South America to document the 

stories of ordinary Americans pursuing their extraordinary dreams. 

These remarkable men and women embarked on their own personal pursuits 

of happiness and found their true callings as dairy farmers, 

professional magicians and singers, Paralympics medalists and saviors 

of Amazon rainforest. 

Airdate 7/11/2010                                                  

Where Do The Children Play?    

WHERE DO THE CHILDREN PLAY? examines the dramatic disappearance of play 

and nature from the daily lives of children. The film explores the 

impact of isolating environmental factors like sprawl, congestion and 

endless suburban development on children's mental and physical health 

and their development. Told largely through the voices of children, 

WHERE DO THE CHILDREN PLAY? also combines research of urban planners, 

health experts,educators and environmentalists to explain the realities 

children face living in three distinct environments: urban centers, 

suburbs and rural areas. 

Airdate 9/07/2010 

 

Boyfriends                                                                     

BOYFRIENDS takes viewers inside the world of five teenage girls from 

North Texas as they navigate the joys and sorrows of their romantic 

relationships over the course of one year. The young women featured in 

the documentary openly discuss their hopes and fears, choices of sex or 

abstinence, dependence and independence and their dreams for the 

future. They may hail from different economic, cultural and ethnic 

backgrounds, yet their stories share a striking commonality. 

Airdate 9/30/2010 

 

 



Category:        Health/Health Care 
 

 

Breath of Hope: Lung Cancer The Invisible Disease  

Animator/producer Walt Disney, opera singer Beverly Sills, baseball 

player Cal Ripkin Sr., actor Desi Arnez, singer Nat "King" Cole, ABC 

anchor Peter Jennings. What these famous people had in common is, they 

all died of lung cancer. Cancer doesn't discriminate. It will strike 

whether you are a big shot or an average Joe. Lung cancer claims more 

American lives than any other cancer. It's the number one cancer 

killer, but the majority of the public does not know this staggering 

fact. The documentary BREATH OF HOPE:LUNG CANCER THE INVISIBLE DISEASE 

will educate the public about lung cancer by chronicling the struggles 

and triumphs of five lung cancer patients and their families. Actress 

S. Epatha Merkerson, co-star on the long-running television crime drama 

Law & Order, hosts the documentary. 

Airdate 7/15 

 

Changing Keys: Billy McLaughlin and the Mystery Of Dystonia  

Minneapolis native Billy McLaughlin astounded audiences with his 

innovative guitar technique and composing style. Holding his instrument 

vertically and "pulling" the strings, his original stylings and 

compositions enthralled his audiences. Then, in the late 1990s, he 

began to lose control of his right hand and arm and was soon unable to 

play his own music. Many thought his career was over when he was 

diagnosed with focal dystonia, an incurable neuro-muscular disorder. 

After years of countless therapies, McLaughlin was forced to give up 

his life's passion, playing solo guitar, and he abruptly disappeared 

from the stage and his national fan base. Billy McLaughlin decided not 

to give up and began the arduous task of starting over to learn the 

guitar from scratch! Producer Suzanne Jurva followed McLaughlin during 

these five years chronicling his unlikely attempt to re-claim his 

career by re-training himself to become a left-handed guitarist. The 

film delves into the scientific mysteries of dystonia and delivers a 

story about determination, persistence and personal triumph wrapped in 

the exquisite music of this innovative and newly left-handed   

guitarist. 

Airdate 7/21/2010 

 

Beautiful Son   

When the medical establishment has little to offer, a family turns to a 

community of doctors and parents who are experimenting with treatments 

to help children recover. Through one family's struggle to save their 

child,BEAUTIFUL SON explores the complex and sometimes controversial 

world of autism. 

Airdate 8/19/2010 

 

 

Category:        Minorities/Civil Rights 

 
TEMAS DE MUJER                                

Talk show dedicated to highlighting theparticipation of the Hispanic 

woman in the professional world and what she thinks about current 

local, national and international issues. Hosted by Ana Rosa 

Gimal 

 



ANTE USTED                                 

Talk show dedicated to the discussion of issues related to criminal    

justice, consumer protection, drug abuse and other issues related to 

the judicial system. Hosted by Malielena Paez. 

 

COLOMBIA AL DIA                                 

A culture and news oriented weekly report from Colombia. Hosted by 

Gabriel Ortiz. 

 

CUBA Y SU HISTORIA                                

Talk show dealing with historical issues and the current political 

and socio-cultural situations in Cuba. Hosted by Jose Antonio 

Albertini. 

   

OPINIONES                                 

Interview program addressing political, economic and national issues 

on an international scale. Hosted by Pedro Corzo. 

 

ENTERESE                                 

Talk show dedicated to deal with the mystical, paranormal, scientific, 

medical and related topics. Hosted by Jesus Angulo. 

 

FORO 17                               

Interview program dealing with economic, political and social issues 

in our community. Hosted by Luis G. Diaz. 

 
 

 

Category:        Religion/Ethics 
Prayer In America 102                                                 

Part two of the multi-faith special PRAYER IN AMERICA begins with a 

discussion of prayer and forgiveness with a look at prayer movements in 

America's prison system. Viewers will also learn more about the role 

that some believe prayer prays in healing, including discussion of 

positive thinking movements, Christian Science, self help movements and 

Alcoholic's Anonymous. The role of prayer during armed conflict is 

explored with extensive footage from WWI and WWII. The film concludes 

with a detailed discussion of the role of prayer during the Civil War, 

Abraham Lincoln's 2nd inaugural address and the more modern notion of 

civil religion in 

Airdate 8/17/2010 

 

Adventists   

THE ADVENTISTS explores the realities, and some of the ironies, of one 

of the few American-born religions: Seventh-day Adventism. Historical 

re-enactments offer a glimpse into the church's beginnings, including 

its defining moment: the mid-19th century event known as the Great 

Disappointment. Several decades later, Dr. John Harvey Kellogg built a 

breakfast-food empire and pioneered a new kind of healthcare facility 

based on Adventist principles of a healthy lifestyle: a plant-based 

diet; regular exercise; the avoidance of alcohol, tobacco or illegal 

drugs, and a holistic focus on education and community life. 

Airdate 8/24/2010 

 

Israeli Film Festival: Duki Dror 101   

Raging Dove   



The story of Palestinian-Israeli-American world champion boxer Johar 

Abu Lashin.  Undefeated, he decides to defend his title – first in his 

hometown of Nazareth, then in Gaza, Palestine – and unwittingly 

orchestrates his own downfall, as the quagmire of Middle-East politics 

deals him the fatal blow.  Johar Abu Lashin is a Palestinian by birth, 

an Israeli by circumstance, and an American by choice.  As such, not 

only are none of these identities complete, they also tear him apart.  

A man in constant battle with himself, the only place where he truly 

feels whole, or at home, is in the ring. 

Airdate 9/15/2010 

 

Israeli Film Festival: Duki Dror  102 

The Journey of Vaan Nguyen  

Hoiami Nguyen never imagined that he will end up so far from his home 

village of Bong Son in central Vietnam.  Political circumstances and 

the roulette of life have washed him to the shores of Israel.  The 

penniless  Vietnamese refugee became a father of 5 Hebrew speaking 

Israeli daughters. His daughter – Vaan, describes her parents’ ordeal 

using a razor sharp language in her blog.  She feels trapped in circles 

of identity that will never meet.  Caught between her wild and stormy 

Israeli spirit and the expectations to be a modest and obedient 

Vietnamese at home, there is  unbridgeable abyss.  When her father 

returns to his family in Vietnam, Vaan finds herself absorbed into his 

tragic story – a cruel tale of loss and survival.  Hoimai s dream of 

return sends Vaan to look for a brighter future in the new-old country.  

She joins him in trying to reclaim the lands of the family, in the 

remote village at the heart of the Vietnamese jungle. 

Airdate 9/15/2010 

 

 

Category:        Science/Technology 

 
Nova 3107  

Hunt for the Supertwister  

A powerful tornado is a terrifying phenomenon that continues to defy 

decades of scientific efforts to predict it. During one of the worst 

tornado seasons on record, a NOVA camera team chased across the 

Midwest,capturing hair-raising footage of highly destructive twisters 

in action. But this is much more than just another "extreme weather" 

show, focusing on the efforts of two scientists at the University of 

Oklahoma to develop radically different approaches to forecasting 

twisters: one relies on "virtual tornados" created inside 

supercomputers, while the other involves hunting down real-life storms 

to collect data firsthand (the method that inspired the movie Twister). 

With jaw-dropping 3-D graphics generated by the National Center for 

Supercomputing Applications, "Hunt for the Supertwister" features 

spectacular footage of these terrifying twisters and gives viewers a 

front-row seat to the risky and thrilling art of storm chasing. 

Airdate 7/09/2010 

 

Nova  3218 

Storm That Drowned A City  

NOVA presents a minute-by-minute eyewitness account of the Hurricane 

Katrina disaster, exploring why the flood defenses and disaster relief 

planning failed to match Katrina's fury. What made this storm so 

deadly? How accurately did scientists predict its impact? And why are 



powerful hurricanes like Katrina likely to strike more often? The 

program will investigate the immense challenges posed by rebuilding New 

Orleans, and why-despite all the knowledge of the peril faced by its 

citizens-the city was so tragically unprepared when the long-feared 

disaster finally struck. 

Airdate 7/16/2010 

 

 

Category:        War/Veterans/National Security 
Tattooed Under Fire  

TATTOOED UNDER FIRE is a unique, intimate, character-driven portrait of 

Iraq-bound and returning US soldiers as they go under the tattoo 

needle:openly professing their pride, sharing their secrets and 

confessing their fears. The tattoos cross lines of gender, class, and 

political affinity revealing the inner lives of young men and women as 

they live through the horrors of the Iraq war. The film's narrative 

moves from the early expectations and excitement of 18 and 20 year-olds 

through cynicism and anger to a sense of a psychological aftermath that 

will never be erased. Each soldier's story is an evocative, poignant, 

and highly personal look at the human and cultural cost of war. 

Airdate 9/22/2010                                                  

 

 


